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Abstract

Understanding the relationship between the metallocofactor and its protein environment is the key 

to uncovering the mechanism of metalloenzymes. PqqE, a radical S-adenosylmethionine (RS) 

enzyme in pyrroloquinoline quinone biosynthesis, contains three iron-sulfur cluster binding sites. 

Two auxiliary iron-sulfur cluster binding sites, designated as AuxI and AuxII, use distinctive 

ligands compared to other proteins in the family while their functions remain unclear. Here, we 

investigate the electronic properties of these iron-sulfur clusters and compare the catalytic 

efficiency of wild-type (WT) Methylorubrum extorquens AM1 PqqE to a range of mutated 

constructs. Using native mass spectrometry, protein film electrochemistry, and electron 

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy, we confirm the previously proposed incorporation of a 

mixture of [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters at the AuxI site and are able to assign redox potentials 

to each of the three iron-sulfur clusters. Significantly, a conservative mutation at AuxI, C268H, 

shown to selectively incorporate a [4Fe-4S] cluster, catalyzes an enhancement of uncoupled S-
adenosylmethionine cleavage relative to WT, together with the elimination of detectable peptide 

cross-linked product. While a [4Fe-4S] cluster can be tolerated at the AuxI site, the aggregate 

findings suggest a functional [2Fe-2S] configuration within the AuxI site. PqqE variants with non-

destructive ligand replacements at AuxII also show that the reduction potential at this site can be 

manipulated by changing the electronegativity of the unique aspartate ligand. A number of novel 

mechanistic features are proposed based on the kinetic and spectroscopic data. Additionally, 

bioinformatic analyses suggest that the unique ligand environment of PqqE may be relevant to its 

role in PQQ biosynthesis within an oxygen-dependent biosynthetic pathway.
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Introduction

Iron-sulfur cluster-containing proteins, such as nitrogenase,1 hydrogenase,2 ferredoxin,3 and 

mitochondrial respiration complexes4 sustain fundamental biological processes within cells. 

The radical S-adenosylmethionine (RS) superfamily represents one of the major iron-sulfur 

cluster-containing enzymes that are widely distributed across all life kingdoms and catalyze 

stunning transformations in highly diverse biosynthetic pathways.5 A common feature of 

canonical RS enzymes is the CxxxCxxC motif in a (α/β)6 TIM barrel, for which the 

cysteines coordinate to three irons in a [4Fe-4S] cluster, leaving one iron site open for 

coordination to the co-substrate S-adenosylmethionine (SAM).5,6 Upon anaerobic reduction 

of the iron-sulfur site, from its resting [4Fe-4S]2+ state to [4Fe-4S]1+, an intramolecular 

electron transfer to SAM generates a 5′-deoxyadenosyl (5′-dA) radical, initiating a cascade 

of free radical chemistry.7,8 Currently, over 100,000 homologs catalyzing more than 80 

different types of reactions have been found within this superfamily, the majority of which 

encode unassigned functions.9–11

Among the RS superfamily, a significant number of enzymes contain SPASM/twitch 

domains that were initially identified in the maturases of Subtilosin, Pyrroloquinoline 

quinone (PQQ), Anaerobic Sulfatases, and Mycofactocin.9 Structurally, the SPASM/twitch 

domain is a C-terminal hairpin loop extension that coordinates either one (twitch) or two 

(SPASM) additional iron-sulfur clusters.12 Many enzymes of this subfamily (cf. SkfB,13 

CteB,14 AlbA,15 MftC,16 WkgB,17 and SuiB18) catalyze new thioether or challenging 

carbon-carbon bond formation within ribosomally-synthesized and post-translationally 

modified peptides (RiPPs). Possible roles for these auxiliary clusters include substrate 

binding,14,19,20 structural stability,21,22 and electron transfer.23,24
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PQQ, a prokaryotic redox cofactor, arises from a heavily processed RiPP.25 It is found in 

plants and animals, including humans, as a result of symbiotic interspecies relationships 

and/or dietary influx.26–28 Besides its role in bacteria, PQQ serves as a plant growth 

promoter, enhancing mitochondria-related functions, as well as preventing hepatic 

lipotoxicity and inflammation in humans.29,30 The pathway for the production of PQQ in 

bacteria has been studied over several decades31–44 yet details of catalysis in each enzyme in 

the pathway still require further investigation (Figure 1). In this paper, we focus on the first 

step of PQQ biosynthesis catalyzed by the RS-SPASM enzyme, PqqE, in complex with a 

chaperone protein, PqqD, which binds and positions the substrate PqqA, leading to the 

formation of a carbon-carbon cross-link between the side chains of Glu-16 and Tyr-20 

(residue number in Methylorubrum extorquens AM1) in the peptide substrate, PqqA.35

The X-ray crystal structure of recombinant Methylorubrum extorquens PqqE shows two 

unique features of the SPASM domain.32 First, as predicted by sequence alignment,40,44 

PqqE harbors an absolutely conserved aspartate ligand, Asp-319, at its AuxII site in contrast 

to the remainder of the RS-SPASM proteins (e.g., anSME and lysine-tryptophan cyclase) 

that employ only cysteines.44–48 In an earlier work, an alanine variant of Asp-319 in PqqE 

was shown to impair the integrity of the AuxII iron-sulfur cluster and abolish peptide 

modification activity, suggesting the catalytic importance of the AuxII site.32 The 

evolutionary benefit of using aspartate as a ligand in AuxII of PqqE has been unclear. 

Second, the structure of PqqE shows a well-defined [2Fe-2S] cluster that is ligated by four 

cysteines at the AuxI site. (Figure 2A) The available EPR and Mössbauer spectra of PqqE 

have further supported the existence of a [2Fe-2S] cluster at AuxI.22,32 Other RS-SPASM 

proteins that catalyze a C-C bond crosslink on RiPPs, such as MftC,16 WgkB17 and StrB/

SuiB,18,47–49 universally contain a [4Fe-4S] cluster at AuxI (as well as AuxII) (Figure 2B). 

Recently, a [2Fe-2S] cluster was found in the twitch domain of SkfB, a sporulation killing 

factor maturation protein50 (Figure 2C), while an earlier study suggested that an [4Fe-4S] 

cluster could be incorporated at this site.13,50 A common feature of PqqE and SkfB is that 

the [2Fe-2S] cluster is liganded by a CXC motif, where each Cys coordinates to a different 

iron atom in the center. Analogous to SkfB,50 computer modeling22 and spectroscopy data51 

have also provided evidence that AuxI in PqqE can exist as a [4Fe-4S]. Using Ti(III) citrate 

and Eu(II)-DTPA as reducing reagents, a new EPR active species with g = 2.104 was 

recently assigned as a four-cysteine liganded [4Fe-4S] cluster in the AuxI site of PqqE.51 

(Figure S1).

To better understand how the unusual auxiliary iron-sulfur clusters and their ligand 

environment contribute to the function of PqqE, we have pursued a detailed examination of 

the iron-sulfur clusters at AuxI and AuxII, using native mass spectrometry (native MS), 

protein film electrochemistry (PFE) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

spectroscopy. These studies are focused not only on iron-sulfur cluster knockouts, but on 

several variants with non-destructive ligand replacements that preserve iron-sulfur cluster 

integrity. The findings support earlier reports that either a [4Fe-4S] or [2Fe-2S] cluster can 

be incorporated into the AuxI site of WT PqqE.51 The use of a single-site Cys to His 

replacement within AuxI restricts the iron-sulfur center to [4Fe-4S] while abrogating peptide 

substrate cross-linking activity. This unexpected observation implicates [2Fe-2S] at AuxI 

may support the catalytic activity of PqqE. Pursuing the replacement of side chains that bind 
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iron at AuxII, we further identify mutations that fine-tune the redox properties at this cluster 

as well as catalytic activity. The present combination of site-specific mutagenesis, 

electrochemistry and spectroscopy measurements expands our understanding of the uniquely 

evolved and conserved SPASM domain of PqqE, leading to new mechanistic perspectives 

regarding function.

Results and Discussion

Protein preparation does not affect the presence of the [2Fe-2S] cluster.

Intrigued by the unique [2Fe-2S] cluster in the AuxI site in the crystal structure of PqqE 

among functionally related enzymes, we first asked whether the incorporation of the 

[2Fe-2S] could be an artifact of the iron-sulfur cluster assembly machinery that is co-

expressed in the production of PqqE. In previous studies, an N-terminal His-tagged PqqE 

was used as the standard construct for protein expression and purification.33 The plasmid 

pPH149 or pPH151 containing E. coli IscSUA-HscBA-Fd or E. coli sufABCDE genes was 

expressed along with PqqE, to support iron-sulfur cluster biogenesis during PqqE over-

expression; no difference was found using either plasmid.40 Since these two iron-sulfur 

cluster assembly systems are both from E. coli, to further test for possible artifacts we co-

expressed the His-tagged PqqE with pDB1282, a plasmid containing the isc operon for iron-

sulfur cluster assembly machinery from Azotobacter vinelandii.52 In the presence of 

pDB1282, the expression of PqqE in E. coli BL21(DE3)Gold yielded 10 ± 1 Fe per 

monomer in the as-purified protein, which is similar to the previously reported data using 

protein co-expressed with pPH151.32 When the as-purified protein sample was reduced by 

dithionite (DTH), EPR spectra were also similar to those of the His-tagged PqqE co-

expressed with pPH151 (Figure S2). Therefore, it is unlikely that the [2Fe-2S] cluster 

observed in PqqE is a result of unsuitable iron-sulfur assembly machinery for cluster 

insertion.

We next modified the purification procedure by introducing a Strep-tag at the N-terminus of 

PqqE. As demonstrated in our previous EPR study,51 the N-terminal Strep-tagged PqqE 

benefits from a straightforward two-step purification protocol (QIAGEN, MD) with minimal 

disruption to the iron-sulfur clusters.53 For this reason, subsequent studies herein are 

restricted to the use of the Strep-tagged PqqE construct. We note that the [4Fe-4S] clusters in 

the Strep-tagged PqqE are comparable with the chemically reconstituted His-tagged protein 

and that a [2Fe-2S] cluster remains in the PqqE sample as detected by X-band EPR.51 This 

indicates that the [2Fe-2S] cluster is unlikely to be an artifact of the preparation and 

purification of His-tagged protein.

In M-cluster maturation studies of nitrogenase, synthetic [4Fe-4S] clusters have been 

successfully reconstituted to apo-protein as a replacement of endogenous iron-sulfur 

clusters.54 We then tested whether we could remove the [2Fe-2S] cluster inserted during 

expression and reconstitute the apo-PqqE with a chemically synthesized [4Fe-4S] cluster. 

When PqqE was treated with the iron chelator, bathophenanthroline disulfonate, for 1 hour 

on ice, PqqE formed aggregates and did not reconstitute with any synthetic [4Fe-4S] 

clusters. Shortening the chelating time to 15 min resulted in PqqE containing only [2Fe-2S] 

cluster, which was confirmed by the DTH-reduced sample in EPR spectra (Figure S4). We 
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rationalized that apo-protein unfolds and cannot be recovered by the addition of a synthetic 

[4Fe-4S] cluster when the iron-sulfur clusters are completely removed by the iron chelator. 

When chelating is incomplete, only the [2Fe-2S] cluster-containing protein survived the 

harsh process of cluster removal and reconstitution. This suggests that a [2Fe-2S] cluster at 

AuxI may be structurally stabilized by PqqE. The above observations point toward a 

[2Fe-2S] center as being an intrinsic property to PqqE.

Native mass spectrometry reveals the existence of both [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] cluster-
containing PqqE.

The evidence that a [2Fe-2S] center is unlikely to be an artifact of protein preparation 

together with the recent attribution of a novel, low potential EPR signal to [4Fe-4S] at AuxI 

in PqqE, supports the view51 that either [2Fe-2S] or [4Fe-4S] can be inserted into this site. 

We sought to assess the molecular components of isolated PqqE using native mass 

spectrometry (MS) measurements. This technique takes advantage of the production of 

intact gaseous ions of protein together with its non-covalently bound binding partner by 

nanoelectrospray ionization,55,56 and has been effectively applied to proteins containing 

iron,57 copper,58 and iron-sulfur clusters (e.g., BioB,59 NsrR,60 and WhiB,60 O2-sensing 

fumarate and nitrate reduction protein,61 IscU62 and ferredoxin63,64). The goal of these 

experiments was to confirm that both the three [4Fe-4S] configuration and the two [4Fe-4S] 

and one [2Fe-2S] cluster configuration co-exist in preparations of holo-PqqE.

The as-purified PqqE was exchanged into ammonium carbonate buffer anaerobically prior to 

native MS measurement using positive ion mode.65 Multiple charge states of WT PqqE were 

observed in the resulting mass spectrum, the most abundant of which was the 13+, which 

was our main focus for molecular mass assignments. Multiple peaks with different mass-to-

charge ratio (m/z) values were resolved in the 13+ charge state group, indicating the 

presence of complexes with different molecular mass values (Figure 3). The measured 

molecular mass values were all higher than the mass of apo-PqqE, 42987 Da, and a 

component having the molecular mass of apo-PqqE was not observed in the mass spectrum, 

suggesting that native MS retained iron-sulfur clusters in PqqE during the measurement. The 

iron-sulfur content of each species was calculated from the molecular mass difference 

between each detected species and apo-PqqE (See Supporting Information). As shown in 

Table 1, the as-purified PqqE solution is heterogeneous, harboring multiple iron and sulfur 

atoms. Among these species, we identified species F (Figure 3 and Table 1) with a molecular 

weight of 43857 ± 4 Da. This molecular weight corresponds to 10 added iron-sulfur pairs to 

the apo-PqqE with 10 deprotonated cysteine ligands (3 in the RS site, 4 in the AuxI site and 

3 in the AuxII site), consistent with the presence of one [2Fe-2S] and two [4Fe-4S] clusters. 

This agrees with the presence of one [4Fe-4S] cluster each at the RS site and the AuxII site, 

and a [2Fe-2S] cluster at the AuxI site, as seen in the reported X-ray structure of PqqE32 and 

assigned by EPR.51 In the same spectrum, another species (H in Figure 3) was detected at 

much lower abundance (molecular weight of 44056 ± 4 Da, 1078 Da heavier than apo-

PqqE). This mass difference corresponds to 12 iron and 12 sulfur atoms, and we ascribe H to 

a species with three [4Fe-4S] clusters and an additional sodium ion. This approach to iron 

and sulfur counting supports the presence of some [4Fe-4S] cluster in the AuxI site as well 

as [4Fe-4S] clusters in the RS and AuxII sites, as proposed previously.22,51 Species A, with 
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6 iron and 6 sulfur atoms, is assigned as the degradation product of species F containing one 

[4Fe-4S] and one [2Fe-2S] cluster, which represents the configuration with the missing RS 

site as observed in the X-ray crystal structure.32 Species B-E with lower iron and sulfur 

contents may be derived from species F-I via degradation of the iron-sulfur centers during 

protein purification and measurements (See Supporting Information).

The native MS results presented herein are fully consistent with PqqE accommodating either 

a [4Fe-4S] or [2Fe-2S] cluster at AuxI while maintaining [4Fe-4S] clusters at the RS and 

AuxII site. Significantly, the major components observed by MS, species D, E and F, can be 

ascribed to the enzyme form containing one [2Fe-2S] and two [4Fe-4S] clusters (F) or 

degradation products thereof (E and D). This is in agreement with the finding that the 

[2Fe-2S] cluster-containing PqqE was crystallized.32 While the greater abundance of species 

E and F than species H may argue that [2Fe-2S] is the dominant form of PqqE, it is also 

possible that species H is less stable having undergone degradation to species F in the course 

of purification and analysis. To our knowledge, this is the first time that native MS has been 

applied to a protein containing multiple iron-sulfur clusters with the objective of identifying 

the iron-sulfur cluster(s) in RS-SPASM/twitch proteins.

Bioinformatic analyses are more consistent with a functional [2Fe-2S] than [4Fe-4S] 
cluster in AuxI.

After experimentally confirming that either [2Fe-2S] or [4Fe-4S] can be incorporated at the 

AuxI site of PqqE, we sought structural support from the iron-sulfur cluster-containing 

proteins in the Protein Data Bank (PDB). Sequence alignment of PqqE across various 

species shows that the CRC motif in the AuxI site of the SPASM domain is fully conserved 

(Figure S5). It is generally believed that a CXC motif prefers to accommodate a [2Fe-2S] 

cluster.44 Here we examine the ligand environment of [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters among 

existing structures in the PDB of unique protein sequences containing a CXC motif at an 

iron-sulfur cluster (Table S1).

CXC motif and [2Fe-2S] cluster.—Among 637 unique proteins associated with one or 

more [2Fe-2S] clusters, 47 proteins use CXC motifs as [2Fe-2S] cluster ligands. Among 

these 47 proteins, 27 of them employ both cysteines in the CXC motif as [2Fe-2S] cluster 

ligands, and 20 proteins use only one of the cysteines in the CXC motif (Figure 4A). For the 

20 proteins that use only one cysteine as the [2Fe-2S] cluster ligand, there is either a 

cysteine or histidine located close to the iron (Table S1). For the 47 proteins that use 

cysteines as the [2Fe-2S] cluster ligands, 18 use each cysteine as a ligand to different irons 

within the cluster, which is similar to the ligand geometries of PqqE and SkfB (Figure 4A). 

Of potential significance, almost all the organisms that utilize a CXC motif (42/47) are 

found to grow aerobically or as facultative anaerobes (Figure 4B). The middle X residue is 

arginine in the majority of proteins (Figure 4C).

CXC motif and [4Fe-4S] cluster.—A small set (9) of characterized proteins have been 

found to utilize CXC motifs within a [4Fe-4S] cluster (out of a total of 1016 [4Fe-4S] 

cluster-containing protein structures in the PDB) (Figure 4A). Only 2 of these 9 proteins use 

both cysteines in their CXC motifs as ligands to different irons, as observed for PqqE and 
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SkfB, (Figure 4A) and the sole CRC containing protein does not use both cysteines as 

ligands (Figure 4C and Table S1). Further, among the identified proteins with CXC motifs 

where either one or both cysteines are ligated to a [4Fe-4S] cluster, the majority (6 out of 9) 

are present in strict anaerobes (Figure 4B).

[2Fe-2S] vs. [4Fe-4S] in PqqE.—The above comparative analysis shows that the CXC 

motif presents in both [2Fe-2S] and [4Fe-4S] clusters, with a strong preference for [2Fe-2S] 

cluster in proteins characterized from aerobic organisms. [4Fe-4S] clusters can convert to 

[2Fe-2S], and the latter form is more stable to oxygen.61,66 We note that the later steps of 

PQQ biosynthesis require dioxygen in the reactions catalyzed by PqqB43 and PqqC,41,42 

while the PqqE-catalyzed reaction is a classic anaerobic process. Although we purify 

recombinant PqqE anaerobically, it is likely that PqqE will need to function under aerobic 

conditions in the native organism. This is consistent with our bioinformatic analysis, which 

shows a much greater presence of CXC/[2Fe-2S] cluster-containing enzymes among 

bacteria that grow aerobically. An earlier experimental study had suggested that PqqE is 

more oxygen tolerant in relation to other RS enzymes.67 The geometric dictates for the 

formation of a [2Fe-2S] (Figure 4D & E) vs. [4Fe-4S] (Figure 4F) cluster are distinct, 

raising the question of how a protein such as PqqE can accomplish binding of [4Fe-4S] as 

well. Two cysteines derived from outside of the CXC motif at the AuxI site of PqqE are both 

located in loop regions, and it is possible that small loop movements could create the 

geometry required for a [4Fe-4S] cluster.

Protein film electrochemistry allows the assignment of a reduction potential to each 
cluster within PqqE.

Protein film electrochemistry (PFE) has become a central tool in the investigation of the 

electronic properties of iron-sulfur clusters in proteins and in establishing structure-function 

relationships for complicated biological systems.68,69 Due to the complexity of the multiple 

iron-sulfur clusters in PqqE, we systematically generated a series of single and double 

cluster-knockout variants and used these as references to deconvolute the reduction potential 

of each cluster and to illustrate possible electronic interactions between each cluster (Table 

2). The variants for which ligands have been altered at the auxiliary clusters are also listed in 

Table 2.

Reduction potential assignment of each iron-sulfur cluster in PqqE.—Our 

native MS results show a major species in PqqE samples that contains [4Fe-4S] clusters at 

the RS and AuxII sites and a [2Fe-2S] cluster at the AuxI site. Previous EPR analyses51 have 

confirmed all three of these clusters can be reduced by DTH, consistent with reduction 

potentials that are more positive than DTH (−660 mV at pH 770). Cyclic and square-wave 

voltammetry measurements were performed on the WT PqqE and cluster knockouts using an 

approach recently employed for other SPASM/twitch domain proteins of the RS 

superfamily24,71,72 (Table 3). The cyclic voltammogram of the WT PqqE can be fit to three 

independent one-electron transfers with reduction potentials of −535 mV, −485 mV, and 

−435 mV vs. SHE (Figure 5A). Removal of single iron-sulfur clusters provides a further 

simplification: the cyclic voltammetry of the RS cluster knockout, which contains both AuxI 

and AuxII clusters (AuxI/AuxII), was fit to two independent one-electron transfers, with 
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reduction potentials of −510 mV and −440 mV vs. SHE (Figure 5B). The cyclic 

voltammetry of the AuxI cluster knockout, which contains RS and AuxII clusters (RS/
AuxII), was fit to two independent one-electron transfers, with reduction potentials of −525 

mV and −460 mV vs. SHE (Figure 5C). The AuxII cluster knockout, which contains AuxI 

and RS clusters (RS/AuxI), was fit to two independent one-electron transfers, with reduction 

potentials of −495 mV and −435 mV vs. SHE (Figure 5D). The RS only variant, which 

contains only the [4Fe-4S] cluster located in the RS site, showed a potential of −455 mV vs. 

SHE, which is similar to the redox potential of the RS cluster assigned in other proteins 

(Figure 5E). The AuxI only variant (Figure 5F) showed the mid-point potential at −370 mV 

vs. SHE, which corresponds to the [2Fe-2S] cluster form in the AuxI site, as the EPR spectra 

of AuxI only suggest that there is only a [2Fe-2S] cluster present in this variant (Figure 6). 

This leads to the assignment of the −535 mV feature in the WT PqqE voltammogram to the 

AuxII cluster, the −485mV feature to the RS cluster, and the −435 mV feature to AuxI.

The reduction potential of the cluster in the presence of SAM binding was also analyzed 

using the RS only variant. The resulting square-wave voltammogram shows a 20–25 mV 

potential alteration in a more positive direction compared to RS only in the absence of SAM 

(Figure S6). This result is consistent with other RS enzymes, such as LAM73 and BtrN,72 

where the binding of SAM moves the reduction potential toward a more positive value.

When we compared the reduction potential of the iron-sulfur clusters in PqqE with those of 

MftC,24 Tte1186,71 and BtrN,72 we noticed that, in all cases but PqqE, the AuxI cluster 

shows a lower reduction potential than the RS cluster. In the SPASM proteins, where two 

auxiliary clusters have been reported, the potential differences between the two clusters are 

around 45 mV to 50 mV, and the AuxII clusters in MftC and Tte1186 are both more negative 

than the AuxI cluster. However, in PqqE, the AuxI shows a 50 mV more positive potential 

compared to the RS cluster. This also leads to a 100 mV difference between the two 

auxiliary clusters in the SPASM domain of PqqE. Furthermore, the dramatic shift of the 

reduction potential of the AuxI site in the absence of both RS and AuxII clusters is also 

unique compared to what has been observed for the single cluster-containing variants in the 

case of Tte1168, in which the potential of the auxiliary [4Fe-4S] cluster only shifted to 15 

mV more positive as a result of loss of the two other [4Fe-4S] clusters.71 This further 

supports the unique properties of the PqqE AuxI site among all the RS-SPASM enzymes.

Reduction potential impact by altering AuxII ligand Asp-319.—To understand the 

functional role of the unique Asp-319 ligand in PqqE, we replaced Asp-319 by either 

cysteine or histidine. In our previous EPR analysis, the replacement of Asp-319 by Cys or 

His changed the electronic properties of the AuxII cluster while retaining the integrity of the 

iron-sulfur cluster.51 The cyclic voltammogram of the D319C variant, RS/AuxI/D319C, was 

fit to three independent one-electron transfers with reduction potentials of −555 mV, −500 

mV, and −445 mV vs. SHE (Figure 7A). Additionally, the cyclic voltammogram of the 

D319H variant, RS/AuxI/D319H, was fit to three independent one-electron transfers with 

reduction potentials of −520 mV, −465 mV, and −405 mV vs. SHE (Figure 7B). We also 

incorporated the D319C variants on top of either RS or AuxI cluster knockouts, RS/D319C 
and AuxI/D319C, in which the cysteine ligands at RS or AuxI sites were replaced by 

alanines, so that we could assess interactions solely between two clusters (Figure 7C & D). 
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This also allowed us to assign the reduction potentials to RS, AuxI and AuxII sites in RS/
AuxI/D319C (Table 3). The replacement of Asp-319 by histidine showed an overall shift to 

a more positive potential (15 mV to 30 mV) for all three clusters compared to the WT PqqE, 

and RS/AuxI/D319C showed an overall shift to a more negative potential (15 mV to 20 mV) 

for all three clusters. Alterations in potential as a result of mutating the Asp residue to Cys 

have been previously observed in other proteins with the same ligation pattern, ranging 

between 30–60 mV.74–76 The trend of the positive shift in potential upon the switch of Cys 

to His is also similar to recently reported data for the [FeFe] hydrogenase.77 The different 

trends in reduction potential for Cys to Asp vs. Cys to His are consistent with the differences 

in side-chain electronegativity among these residues.

Reduction potential impact by altering AuxI ligand Cys-268.—We generated a 

single-point variant C268H, RS/C268H/AuxII, in which one cysteine ligand at the AuxI site 

is replaced by histidine. This species contains no detectable [2Fe-2S] cluster when reduced 

by DTH and analyzed by EPR (Figure 8) yet reveals an EPR feature at g = 2.104 when 

reduced by Ti(III) citrate; the latter has been attributed to a [4Fe-4S] cluster in the WT. 

Similarly, evidence for a [2Fe-2S] cluster feature was not observed in the UV-vis absorption 

spectrum of this variant (Figure S7). The cyclic voltammograms of RS/C268H/AuxII were 

therefore measured to determine possible changes in redox characteristics. Comparing the 

RS/C268H/AuxII to WT PqqE it was clear that RS/C268H/AuxII displays no obvious 

changes in the voltammetric data (Figure 7E). Yet, unlike WT the data were fit best by two 

one-electron features only, with deconvoluted reduction potentials of −475 mV and −520 

mV, respectively, assigned to RS and AuxII sites (Table 3). The lack of needing to fit these 

data to a third feature, and our inability to detect another redox couple suggests that the AuxI 

cluster, in this case, is of exceedingly low potential. While searching for a lower potential 

AuxI [4Fe-4S] cluster redox couple that was proposed in the previous EPR analysis,51 we 

observed a voltammetric feature of variable intensity at ~ −800 mV in PqqE and many of its 

variants (Figure S8 and Table S4). As this lowest redox potential feature displayed an 

intensity that is highly variable between experiments and constructs, and does not appear to 

correlate with activity in a clear manner, its nature awaits further characterization (See 

Supporting Information for further discussion).

Catalytic Activity of PqqE.

The catalytic activity of SPASM proteins can be evaluated by the product formation from 

either an uncoupled SAM cleavage reaction and/or the peptide modification reaction. 

Assaying in the presence of the Methylorubrum extorquens ferredoxin and ferredoxin-

NADP+ reductase (see Supporting Information), we determined SAM cleavage activity by 

monitoring the formation of the 5’-dA and peptide modification activity from the detection 

of crosslinked PqqA using mass spectrometry. Results for WT PqqE and the variants are 

shown in Figure 9.

We observed a similar level of peptide modification with either the WT or D319 variants, 

together with a similar trend in the uncoupled SAM cleavage reaction. The reconstituted 

PqqE did not significantly affect either the SAM cleavage reaction or the peptide 

modification reaction. This is consistent with the previous EPR results51 that the as-purified 
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Strep-tagged PqqE was loaded with as much iron-sulfur clusters as the reconstituted sample. 

Results show that the detection of cross-linking activity required the presence of all three 

clusters. The SAM cleavage activity is also imparied by removal of one or both of the iron-

sulfur clusters in the SPASM domain. RS/AuxII abolished the SAM cleavage, while RS/
AuxI and RS only maintain a much lower level of 5’-dA production compared to that of 

WT.

For the single point mutation at AuxII site, RS/AuxI/D319H maintains both activities at a 

similar or higher level than the WT protein, while RS/AuxI/D319C exhibits slightly lower 

SAM cleavage and peptide modification activity. This can be well explained by the 

reduction potential measurements. The RS reduction potential in RS/AuxI/D319H is more 

positive than WT, suggesting that the capacity of the enzyme to be reduced by exogenous 

ferredoxin and ferredoxin reductase is greater, while the more negative reduction potential of 

the RS site in RS/AuxI/D319C would have the opposite effect. In each case, it is noteworthy 

that the ratio of uncoupling to cross-linking is unaltered relative to WT and WT(R).

Turning to the single point mutation at the AuxI site, RS/C268H/AuxII shows higher SAM 

cleavage activity compared to WT while the peptide modification activity is below the 

detection limit. Given measurable reduction potentials at the residual RS and AuxII cluster 

that are essentially the same as WT PqqE (Table 3), the behavior of RS/C268H/AuxII can be 

attributed to a perturbation at AuxI upon substitution of Cys-286 with histidine. A salient 

feature of this substitution is the loss of any evidence for a [2Fe-2S] EPR signal, together 

with a g = 2.104 EPR signal in the presence of a stronger reductant than dithionite (Figure 

8). Analogous EPR behavior has been previously published for as-isolated PqqE and 

attributed to the fraction of enzyme that contains [4Fe-4S] at AuxI.51 The available 

spectroscopic and reduction potential data for RS/C268H/AuxII are, thus, indicative of 

reconstitution by a low potential [4Fe-4S] center at the AuxI site. The fact that RS/C268H/
AuxII remains able to catalyze uncoupled reductive cleavage of SAM at a rate comparable to 

or faster than WT indicates an intact protein that can perform SAM binding and reductive 

cleavage. In contrast, the presence of [4Fe-4S] in AuxI renders the enzyme completely 

inactive toward peptide cross-linking, leading us to propose that a [2Fe-2S] cluster within 

the AuxI site is essential for productive/coupled catalysis.

Mechanistic Implications.

The growing body of structural, kinetic and spectroscopic data for PqqE provides a platform 

for beginning to understand the mechanistic impact of the features that distinguish it from 

other RS-SPASM enzymes. These features include the presence of Asp319 as a fourth ligand 

to the iron-sulfur cluster in AuxII and the persistent evidence for a [2Fe-2S] cluster at AuxI. 

The functional role of the unique aspartate ligand in AuxII of PqqE had been probed earlier 

via the generation of RS/AuxI/D319A, indicating damage to the [4Fe-4S] binding capacity 

at AuxII site, and the loss of peptide modification activity.32 Elimination of the iron-sulfur 

cluster at AuxII also abolishes StrB peptide modification activity, while this is not the case 

for SuiB crosslinking activity, even though these two enzymes catalyze essentially the same 

reaction.48,49 In order to explore further the origin of the impaired activity of the RS/AuxI/
D319A variant, the properties of more conservative ligand replacements at D319 site in 
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PqqE, RS/AuxI/D319H and RS/AuxI/D319C, were tested. These variants maintain the 

integrity of their [4Fe-4S] clusters and display alterations to their EPR spectra that are 

indicative of (expected) changes in electronic properties.51 Yet, their impacts on redox 

potential (Table 3) and catalytic activity (Figure 9) are subtle in comparison to cluster-

knockouts. Further, from the present study, the small impact of the AuxII knockout on the 

reduction potentials at the RS and AuxI sites (Table 3) appears to rule out significant 

electronic coupling between AuxII and the other Fe-S sites. We conclude that AuxII is both 

critical for enzyme stability and fine-tunes local electronic properties that impact catalysis. 

Additionally, as indicated from our previous EPR study,51 Asp-319 can be replaced by a 

strong-field ligand (e.g. KCN). It has been reported that Asp is a labile iron-sulfur cluster 

ligand in the Bacillus subtilis O2-sensing fumarate and nitrate reduction protein and the 

Streptomyces coelicolor [4Fe-4S] NO-sensing response regulator.81 Both enzymes use an 

Asp ligand as a potential replacement binding site for gas molecules, such as O2 and NO, 

which once bound initiate changes in protein conformation. These precedents raise the 

intriguing possibility that Asp-319 in PqqE may behave as a response element at elevated O2 

concentration.

Turning to the role of AuxI, a number of mechanistic proposals have emerged for RS-

SPASM domain enzymes. These include the maintenance of an open coordination site for 

substrate binding in NxxcB, a β-thioether bond formation RS-SPASM enzyme20 and, more 

generally, as in the case of MftC,24 an electron hopping mechanism that arises from a 

gradient of reduction potentials from the most surface-exposed AuxII site to the RS site. In 

anSME and AlbA, the two auxiliary [4Fe-4S] clusters have further been proposed as 

electron conduits to transfer the electron during the catalysis.78,79 The functional importance 

of the AuxI site in PqqE is supported by the inactivity of RS/AuxII toward both SAM 

cleavage and peptide crosslinking (Figure 9). The incorporated changes in C248A/C268A 

that lead to loss of the [2Fe-2S] cluster at the AuxI site may be expected to disrupt the 

electron transfer during the catalysis as well as impair the protein stability. On the other 

hand, even though RS only, like RS/AuxII, does not contain a [2Fe-2S] cluster at AuxI, the 

5’-dA production remains detectable. We note that the alanine-replaced AuxI ligands in RS/
AuxII are C248A/C268A, which differ from the ones replaced in RS only, C323A/C325A 

(Table 1 and Supporting Information). In the PqqE crystal structure, C248 and C268 face 

toward the SAM cleavage site near the RS [4Fe-4S] cluster, while C323 and C325 are closer 

in space to the AuxII site. The observed difference in the 5’-dA production between RS only 
and RS/AuxII may, thus, be expected to reflect, in part, the specified sites of mutation. The 

pathway for reduction of the RS site in each construct by ferredoxin is likely to deviate from 

that of WT, with a possibility of reduction occuring at the RS, AuxI or AuxII site depending 

on the nature of the mutant undergoing characterization.

From the reduction potentials observed herein for the RS cluster of PqqE (−485 mV, Table 

3) and the ~25 mV positive-shift of SAM-bound RS cluster (Figure S6), the PqqE RS site 

will be considerably more positive than its AuxII site. While this feature can support a long-

range electron hopping mechanism in PqqE, an unusual feature of the AuxI cluster of PqqE 

is its more positive potential relative to the other two iron-sulfur sites (Table 3). As already 

discussed,51 [4Fe-4S] clusters are most commonly seen in the auxiliary sites of radical SAM 

enzymes, with a few exceptions, such as SkfB and BioB.80 However, based on the EPR-
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detected, very low redox potential assigned to a WT AuxI [4Fe-4S] site,51 the redox 

potentials measured for AuxI (Table 3) are attributed to a [2Fe-2S] cluster.

These features set the stage for distinguishing the catalytic relevance of a [4Fe-4S] vs. a 

[2Fe-2S] cluster at the AuxI site as a step toward a working mechanism for PqqE. Important 

observations include the finding that the g value of the AuxI [4Fe-4S] cluster (g = 2.104) 

remains unchanged in Ti(III)-reduced EPR samples for RS/C268H/AuxII relative to WT 

(Figure 6B and 8C), implying similar [4Fe-4S] clusters at AuxI in both forms of the enzyme. 

Additionally, the measured reduction potentials at the AuxII and RS sites (Table 3 & Figure 

7E) are unaltered in RS/C268H/AuxII, arguing against the impact of this mutation on the 

reducing environments at RS and AuxII in this mutant. There is also the significant kinetic 

observation for RS/C268H/AuxII of a higher yield of uncoupled products from SAM than 

for WT, together with a failure to produce any detectable cross-linked peptide product. We 

propose that the presence of a [4Fe-4S] cluster at the AuxI site is incapable of supporting a 

peptide modification reaction, despite no evidence for alterations in the electronic properties 

of the site. These kinetic findings (Figure 9), in the context of the spectroscopic data, point 

toward other explanations for the highly uncoupled activity seen with RS/C268H/AuxII. 
This is reminiscent of early findings of PqqE behavior in the absence of PqqD39 and the fact 

that it was only possible to demonstrate peptide cross-linking in the presence of the (tight) 

complex between PqqA and PqqD.35,36 Thus, in addition to the absence of the more positive 

potential cluster at AuxI detected in WT (Table 3), the inability of RS/C268H/AuxII to 

catalyze detectable substrate functionalization may be a consequence of its impaired ability 

to bind the PqqD/A complex. The latter possibility will form the basis of future studies.

Based on the aggregate properties now available for PqqE, a plausible reaction mechanism 

for the cross-linking reaction of PqqE is presented in Figure 10. As illustrated, the reduction 

of SAM at the RS site by a biological reducing system (e.g., ferredoxin and NADP+-

ferredoxin reductase) generates the 5’-dA radical to initiate hydrogen atom abstraction from 

Glu and de novo C-C bond formation between Glu and Tyr in PqqA. The latter generates a 

radical anion within the Tyr ring, with a strong driving force toward oxidation and 

concomitant recovery of its aromaticity. It is possible that the oxidation of this Tyr radical 

occurs rapidly and directly within the adjacent oxidized RS site or, based on the new data 

presented, that the RS and AuxI sites act in equilibrium, to reinforce each other as the 

electron sink. In the optimal condition, no extra reducing power may be needed for turnover, 

as the first electron that has entered the active site can be recycled from the reduced RS/AuxI 

pair to facilitate multiple catalytic cycles. Since the reduction potential difference between 

AuxII [4Fe-4S] and AuxI [2Fe-2S] is 2-fold larger than the potential difference between the 

AuxI [2Fe-2S] and RS [4Fe-4S] cluster, it is unlikely that AuxII will play a role in this 

portion of the catalytic reaction. In the case of protein containing a [4Fe-4S] cluster, RS/
C268H/AuxII, the very low potential at AuxI intercepts the ability of the enzyme to drive the 

reaction to completion, resulting in a breakdown of productive communication between the 

RS and AuxI sites (Figure 10). Such ineffective engagement will lead to an uncoupling of 

peptide cross-linking from SAM cleavage as well as the need for the extra input of an 

electron from the external reducing system. We note that the origin of the high ratio of 

uncoupled SAM cleavage to peptide crosslink activity in WT enzyme itself remains to be 

resolved, and suggest that this may be due to the fact that the as-isolated enzyme is always a 
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mixture of [4Fe-4S] and [2Fe-2S] clusters at the AuxI site. We further note that a 

quantitative correlation between the relative amount of [2Fe-2S] vs. [4Fe-4S] within AuxI 

and the extent of full peptide cross-linking vs. uncoupled SAM cleavage may not be possible 

at the current level of understanding; for example, if the rate limiting step of cross-linked 

peptide formation from enzyme with [2Fe-2S] at AuxI occurs subsequent to the initial SAM 

cleavage reaction, uncoupling of these two processes would give rise to much faster SAM 

cleavage. Additionally, any interference from [4Fe-4S] at AuxI with PqqA/D binding would 

lead to a different enzyme form catalyzing SAM cleavage, with an inherent rate constant that 

may be distinct from the SAM cleavage portion of the net reaction catalyzed by a productive 

PqqE/D/A complex. What remains clear is that it will be thermodynamically preferable to 

involve a [2Fe-2S] cluster with a reduction potential of −435 mV than the putative [4Fe-4S] 

cluster of a potential of −800 mV in the oxidation of an unstable aromatic free radical 

intermediate.

Conclusions

RS-SPASM enzymes that work on RiPPs catalyze fascinating and biologically important 

chemical conversions, using multiple auxiliary [4Fe-4S] clusters in addition to their RS site. 

Among the known RS-dependent pathways, the PQQ biosynthetic pathway is unique in that 

its initial RS process, catalyzed by PqqE, is accompanied by a series of subsequent O2-

dependent enzymatic transformations. In this work, we demonstrate how the protein ligands 

of PqqE manipulate the properties of the iron-sulfur clusters, presenting evidence in favor of 

a functional [2Fe-2S] cluster within AuxI of the enzyme. A mild ligand replacement, 

C268H, at the AuxI is shown to produce only the [4Fe-4S] cluster while abolishing both the 

[2Fe-2S] cluster binding and peptide modification. We introduce the use of native MS as an 

informative complement to other well-established methods, such as Mossbauer82 and EPR83 

spectroscopy, in the characterization of multi-center iron-sulfur proteins. While comparative 

bioinformatics and native MS studies can rationalize either [2Fe-2S] or [4Fe-4S] at the AuxI 

site, these analyses also predict a preference for [2Fe-2S] at AuxI in PqqE. By systematic 

generation of a series of variants at each iron-sulfur cluster binding site, we have been able 

to tease apart reduction potentials for the three iron-sulfur clusters. Using non-destructive 

ligand replacements, we show that the reduction potential at AuxII is sensitive to 

replacement of the highly conserved Asp-319 by side chains of varying electronegativity. 

These studies emphasize the important relationship between protein structure/function and 

the ligands at the iron-sulfur centers. The unusual role for the proposed [2Fe-2S] at AuxI is 

discussed in the context of PqqE stability in O2, the protein’s ability to interact with the 

PqqD-PqqA complex, and the detailed mechanistic requirements of the catalyzed peptide 

cross-linking reaction.
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Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Biosynthesis of PQQ in Methylobacterium extorquens AM1.
PQQ biosynthesis requires 7 genes pqqABCDEFG, pqqF/G present outside of the operon. 

The first step of PQQ biosynthesis is the C-C crosslink of glutamate and tyrosine of PqqA. 

The reaction is catalyzed by PqqE in the presence of chaperone PqqD, reducing reagent and 

SAM. The crosslinked PqqA is shown undergoing digestion by proteinase PqqF/G41 prior to 

the action of PqqB. By analyzing the activity of substrate analogues, an excised cross-linked 

Glu-Tyr is proposed to generate oxidation by PqqB41, followed by spontaneous cyclization, 

and an eight-electron oxidation by PqqC40 finally forming PQQ.
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Figure 2. Crystal structure of PqqE and other SPASM/twitch auxiliary iron-sulfur clusters.
A) Crystal structure of PqqE (PDB 6C8V). The iron-sulfur cluster binding sites are shown in 

a dashed rectangle to the right. The zoom-in structure shows the ligand environment of each 

iron-sulfur cluster in PqqE. The structural model of the RS [4Fe-4S] cluster was built by 

SWISS-MODEL (https://swissmodel.expasy.org/) using CteB (PDB 5WGG) as a structural 

template. B) The crystal structure of SuiB (PDB 5V1Q) and its [4Fe-4S] AuxI site. C) The 

crystal structure of SkfB (PDB 6EFN) and its auxiliary [2Fe-2S] cluster.
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Figure 3. Native MS confirms that the as-purified PqqE contains a mixture of iron-sulfur 
clusters.
A) Mass spectrum showing charge states of PqqE formed in native MS. The 13+ charge state 

is formed at the highest abundance. B) View of the mass spectrum showing detail for the 

13+ charge state. Species are labeled alphabetically and the molecular weights of each 

species are listed in Table 1.
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Figure 4. Bioinformatic analysis of the iron-sulfur cluster-containing proteins in the PDB that 
use a CXC motif in iron-sulfur cluster binding.
A) Among 637 [2Fe-2S] cluster-containing entries and 1016 [4Fe-4S] cluster-containing 

entries in the PDB, CXC motifs were found as ligands for 47 of [2Fe-2S] and 9 of [4Fe-4S] 

clusters. B) The majority of proteins containing a CXC binding [2Fe-2S] cluster are from 

aerobes or facultative anaerobes. C) The variation of the middle residue in CXC shows that 

CRC is found preferentially in [2Fe-2S]. D) The crystal structure of Ralstonia solanacearum 
CDGSH iron-sulfur protein (PDB 3TBM) shows a CRC motif binding to a [2Fe-2S] cluster 

using two cysteines to coordinate one iron. E) Crystal structure of E. coli aldehyde oxidase 

(PDB 5G5G) shows a CRC motif binding to a [2Fe-2S] cluster using two cysteines to 

coordinate two irons. F) Crystal structure of Methanothermococcus thermolithotrophicus 
heterodisulfide reductase (PDB 5ODC) shows a CHC motif binding to a [4Fe-4S] cluster 
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using two cysteines to coordinate two irons and the presence of a fifth cysteine near the 

cluster.
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Figure 5. Cyclic and square-wave voltammetry of PqqE and its cluster knockout variants.
For each protein, the cyclic voltammogram is shown on the left panel and the square-wave 

voltammogram is shown on the right panel. Measurements and the signal after baseline 

subtraction are shown in colored solid lines. Baseline measurements are shown in gray. A) 

WT signal (black) was fitted to three one-electron transfers: AuxII (green dashed line), AuxI 

(dark red dashed line) and RS (blue dashed line). B) AuxI/AuxII signal (purple) was fitted to 

two one-electron transfers (dashed line). C) RS/AuxII signal (pink) was fitted to two one-

electron transfers (dashed line). D) RS/AuxI signal (magenta) was fitted to two one-electron 

transfers (dashed line). Reduction potentials obtained from cyclic and square-wave 

voltammetry of E) AuxI only (brown) and F) RS only (blue) were used for fitting the 

reduction potentials in single cluster knockouts. Cyclic voltammogram measured with a scan 

rate of 50 mV/s and square-wave voltammogram measured with a frequency of 15 Hz and 
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amplitude of 50 mV using variants at 4 °C and pH 7.5 on pencil graphite electrode (PGE) 

modified with multiwall carbon nanotube (MWCNT).
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Figure 6. X-band CW EPR spectra of AuxI only variant.
A) Low-temperature (15 K) X-band EPR spectrum of dithionite-reduced AuxI only variant, 
which contains only the reduced [2Fe-2S]+ cluster with g-values = [2.004, 1.958, 1.904]. 

Experimental data are shown in black and the simulation is shown in red. B) Low-

temperature (10 K) X-band EPR spectrum of Ti(III) citrate-reduced AuxI only variant 

(blue), in which no g1 = 2.104 signal corresponding to the reduced [4Fe-4S]+ cluster in the 

AuxI site is observed. The WT PqqE signal (black) obtained under the same condition 

shows the g1 = 2.104 signal that corresponds to the reduced [4Fe-4S]+ cluster in the AuxI 

site.51
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Figure 7. Cyclic voltammetry of PqqE variants with single ligand replacement.
For each protein, measurements and the signals after baseline subtraction are shown in 

colored solid lines. Baselines are in gray. Species fittings are in dashed lines. A) RS/AuxI/
D319C signal (black) was fitted by three one-electron transfers (dashed line). B) RS/AuxI/
D319H signal (cyan) was fitted by three one-electron transfers (dashed line). C) RS/D319C 
signal (purple) was fitted by two one-electron transfers (dashed line). D) AuxI/D319C signal 

(wine) was fitted by two one-electron transfers (dashed line). E) RS/C268H/AuxII signal 

(dark blue) was able to be fitted by two one-electron transfers (dashed line). Cyclic 

voltammograms were measured with a scan rate of 50 mV/s at 4 °C and pH 7.5 on PGE 

modified with MWCNT.
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Figure 8. X-band CW EPR spectra of RS/C268H/AuxII variant.
A) Low-temperature (10 K) X-band EPR spectrum of dithionite-reduced RS/C268H/AuxII 
(black), which contains the corresponding signals from the reduced RS [4Fe-4S]+ cluster (g 
= [2.040, 1.927, 1.897]) and the reduced AuxII [4Fe-4S]+ cluster (g = [2.059, 1.940, 1.903]). 

The simulated signal for RS and AuxII clusters is shown in black. B) High-temperature (60 

K) X-band EPR spectrum of dithionite-reduced RS/C268H/AuxII (blue), which shows no 

[2Fe-2S] cluster signal. C) Low-temperature (10 K) X-band EPR spectrum of Ti(III) citrate-

reduced RS/C268H/AuxII (black), which shows the g1 = 2.104 signal corresponding to the 

reduced [4Fe-4S]+ cluster in the AuxI site.51 The shaded area is due to the Ti(III) EPR 

signal.
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Figure 9. Comparison of 5’-dA and crosslinked PqqA production between WT PqqE and its 
variants.
Activities of WT PqqE (red), reconstituted WT PqqE (orange), RS/AuxI/D319C (green), 

RS/AuxI/D319H (blue), RS/AuxI (magenta), RS/AuxII (wheat), AuxI/AuxII (cyan), RS 
only (yellow), and RS/C268H/AuxII (gray), are plotted based on their production of 5’-dA 

(left panel) and peptide modification (right panel). All the experiments were performed in 

duplicate. The production of 5’-dA and the crosslinked PqqA is determined after a 16-hour 

reaction at room temperature in the anaerobic chamber.
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Figure 10. Proposed mechanism of PqqE.
The biological reduction system used in this study includes [2Fe-2S]-ferredoxin (darker 

gray), ferredoxin-NADP+ reductase (lighter gray), and NADPH (blue spheres). The electron 

generated from the oxidation of NADPH (blue spheres) by flavin (yellow spheres) is 

transferred via a ferredoxin [2Fe-2S] center (yellow and orange spheres) to PqqE, which is 

used for a reductive SAM cleavage. Generation of the 5′-dA radical at the RS site is 

followed by hydrogen atom abstraction at Glu-16 on PqqA. The glutamyl radical attacks the 

Tyr-20 and forms a de novo C−C bond in PqqA. This step, coupled to proton transfer, 

generates a highly reactive tyrosine radical within the Tyr ring, leading to a return of an 

electron back to the iron−sulfur cluster(s) in PqqE. This electron can be recycled in the next 

round of the catalysis when new SAM and PqqA/D bind to PqqE. An uncoupling reaction 

(gray dashed arrows) will occur when this electron is lost, which leads to the need for the 

exogenous reduction system in the next turnover. The boxed gray areas indicate the location 

of the proposed electron hopping within the system.
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Table 1.
Native MS confirms that the as-purified PqqE contains the previously proposed two 
[4Fe-4S] and one [2Fe-2S] species as well as a form with three [4Fe-4S] species.

The ligand mass is calculated from the differences of molecular weights between deconvoluted holo-PqqE 

from MS and the apo-PqqE (42987 Da) when 10 cysteines are deprotonated as ligands (42977 Da). Species 

that are shaded (A, F and H) have been observed previously by X-ray crystallography, and by EPR and 

Mössbauer spectroscopy. A more detailed analysis of the proposed iron and sulfur content and the proposed 

Fe-S cluster configurations is given in the Supporting Information.

Deconvoluted holo-protein mass (Da) Ligand mass (Da) Proposed Fe/S content Possible Fe-S cluster configuration

I 44094 ± 4 1117 12Fe-13S 3[4Fe-4S]/Na/S

H 44056 ± 4 1078 12Fe-12S 3[4Fe-4S]/Na

G 44021 ± 4 1044 12Fe-11S 2[4Fe-4S]/[4Fe-3S]/Na

F 43857 ± 4 880 10Fe-10S 2[4Fe-4S]/[2Fe-2S]

E 43820 ± 4 842 10Fe-9S [4Fe-4S]/[4Fe-3S]/[2Fe-2S]

D 43783 ± 4 806 10Fe-8S 2[4Fe-3S]/[2Fe-2S]

C 43625 ± 4 648 7Fe-8S 2[2Fe-2S]/[3Fe-4S]

B 43589 ± 4 611 7Fe-7S 2[2Fe-2S]/[3Fe-3S]

A 43551 ± 4 574 6Fe-6S [4Fe-4S]/[2Fe-2S]/2Na
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Table 2.
Nomenclature of PqqE and its variants.

The name of each protein indicates the cluster(s) present in the protein. Detailed information on variants is 

given in the Supporting Information.

Nomenclature Description Replaced residues

WT As-purified wild-type PqqE -

WT(R) Chemically reconstituted wild-type PqqE -

AuxI/AuxII RS knockout C28A/C32A/C35A

RS/AuxII AuxI knockout C248A/C268A

RS/AuxI AuxII knockout C310A/C313A

RS only AuxI/AuxII double knockout C310A/C313A/C323A/C325A

AuxI only RS/AuxII double knockout C28A/C32A/C35A /C310A/C313A

RS/AuxI/D319H Single site mutation at Asp-319 D319H

RS/AuxI/D319C Single site mutation at Asp-319 D319C

RS/D319C D319C and AuxI knockout C323A/C325A/D319C

AuxI/D319C D319C and RS knockout C28A/C32A/C35A/D319C

RS/C268H/AuxII Single site mutation at Cys-268 C268H
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Table 3.
Assignment of the reduction potential of each cluster in PqqE and its variants.

The reported reduction potentials of other SPASM/twitch domain proteins are listed for comparison. 

Uncertainties of the experimental redox potentials are ± 3 mV for the single cluster variants, and ± 5 mV for 

the other variants.

Reduction potential (mV vs. S. H. E.)

PqqE variants (RS [4Fe-4S]) (AuxI [2Fe-2S]) (AuxII [4Fe-4S])

WT −485 −435 −535

AuxI/AuxII - −440 −510

RS/AuxII −460 - −525

RS/AuxI −495 −435 -

RS only −455 - -

AuxI only - −370 -

RS/AuxI/D319H −465 −405 −520

RS/AuxI/D319C −500 −445 −555

RS/D319C −440 - −495

AuxI/D319C - −500 −560

RS/C268H/AuxII −475 - −520

Other SPASM/twitch E1 E2 E3

Tte118659 −490 −540 −585

MftC21 −460 −500 −550

BtrN60 −510 −765
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